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Professional Identity  

A person’s self-perceptions as a 

contributing member of a larger group of 

colleagues and as part of an extended 

profession with goals, methods, ideals, 

behavioral ethics, and other values.  



Informal Science Educator Identity 

+ Work in alternative learning 

environments 

+ Serve “recreation mode” audiences 

– +Indirect and varied pathways into the 

profession 

– +Cover a wide range of science topics 

– Isolation from the larger community 

– Lack growth opportunities as education 

professionals 

– Limited pedagogical skills development 

opportunities 



Can enhancing professional identity 

among informal educators lead to 

increased job satisfaction, better job 

performance, and staff retention?  

 

What are the best ways to enhance the 

professional identities of museum 

educators?  

2 Key Questions 

Challenge them: high stake on individual educators, 

demand for greater engagement and skill, involve 

an extended network of professionals  



• Collaborative of 
museums and sci-tech 
companies  

 

• Interactive media-
enhanced museum theater 
system 

 

• STEP-by-STEP tools to 
produce theatrical science 
programming 

 

• Enhancing IS educator 
professional identity 

 

• Building institutional 
capacity, and informing 
the field via eval & 
research 



Components 
• Museum partnership network: CoP 

• STEPS Software System 

• Suite of astrobiology shows 

• Professional Development Products: 

workshops, online tutorials, inter-museum 

interactions, project wiki 

• Research & Evaluation on professional 

identity, institutional capacity and multi-

institution collaborative networks. 



Research & Evaluation 

• A New Start 

 

1. What are the impacts of 

participation in an 

innovative, highly 

collaborative project which 

depends on high level 

involvement and expertise 

from informal educators?  

2. Does it enhance their 

professional identities?  

3. Does it build institutional 

and network capacity?  

4. And, do benefits cycle back 

to the development of the 

individual educator? 



• XSci: University of Colorado Denver 

• Science Museum of Virginia 

• The Chabot Space and Science Center 

• The North Museum of Natural History and Science 

• Space Center Houston 

• Montshire Museum of Science 

• Kansas Cosmosphere 

• The Farmington Museum 

• The Bishop Museum 

• The Astronomical Society of the Pacific 

• Del Padre Visual 

• ASTC 

• UXR Consulting 

• Institute for learning innovation 

• The NASA Astrobiology Institute 

• Space Science Institute 

 

 



• A clear & elevating goal 

• Results-driven structure 

• Competent team members 

• Unified commitment 

• Collaborative climate 

• Standards of excellence 

• Principled leadership 

• External support 

Team Leadership Theory:  
A Distributed Leadership Model for the CoP 



TLT in Action: Sub-Teams 

1.  Story: Larry Gard, Marie Kubo 

2.  Software: Mark Archer 

3.  Audience Participation: Greg DeFrancis 

4.  Asset Production: Tom Holcomb 

5.  Online Professional Development: Wendy Hancock, 

Margaret Glass 

6. Research & Evaluation: Jes Kopfler, Martin Storksdieck, Mike 

Marlow, Scott Sala 



TLT in Action: Master Timeline 



TLT in Action: Network Whip 









Professional Development 

Outcome Categories 

 

1.Awareness, knowledge and understanding 

2.Engagement and interest 

3.Attitude 

4.Skills development 

5.Behavior & Transfer 



Pulse Checks 

“I have grown in my professional capacity through my 

collaboration on this project.” (scale 1-7) 



Institutional Impact 

“STEPS gave us the opportunity to create a new 

experience in a planetarium that we couldn’t before. We 

have equipment that we didn’t have before. We have a 

reason now to collaborate with the [local] theater 

community.  This is the first time we really have a 

reason to bring something to them – that’s planted the 

seed for some opportunities to work together, even if it 

might just mean [my staff] and an intern from the theater 

company could come and sit down and write a script 

together.” 

 



Professional Development 

“In the actual project, I was put in such a leadership 

position, out of necessity really [for the project], I think 

what it did for me, I was given the opportunity to 

demonstrate my leadership – to manage stuff. That’s 

something that I had [at my previous job] and you know 

I’ve never really been able to do [it at my current job]. 

This project gave me the opportunity to prove myself. I 

was really lucky. I was given a promotion when we were 

doing two layoffs.” 



Professional Network 

“It was really great for networking. I think the trips – the 

face-to-face – going to other museums was really 

important. I think that’s really what I got the most out of 

it – the networks. Because of all the layoffs at work, I’ve 

really lost any type of mentor even to learn off of, but 

through the project I’ve actually been able to learn and 

expand my knowledge beyond what [my institution] has. 

I think that’s really what I got out of it – there’s much 

more out there than what we just do.” 



Role of Storytelling 

“It made me think a little bit more about what makes a 

good story. Some of the stuff we talked about early on 

is stuff that I still think about when we develop new 

programs and whatnot. It was useful for us to hear 

about the role of story, or storytelling, as one of our 

ways of looking at science education.” 

 



XSci-UCD.org 

STEPSdownload.com 

STEPSproject.org 

 


